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For The Best Value, Always Brilliant Vision.
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Our Team Is Ready To Serve
You.

BRILLIANT VISION

We accept OEM and ODM orders for your
customized requirements. We are looking
for reliable partners for long-term
business. We will guarantee outstanding
quality, transparency, and competitive
prices.

To become the most admired global eyewear
company by delivering forward-thinking
innovation, significant value, and purposeful
service, through high-quality eyewear around
the world.

Brilliant Vision has three reliable manufacturing
lines which are Acetate, Metal and Injection. 
Providing Premium and High Quality eyewear
which are Eco-friendly.

We manufacture, design, and sell premium and 
 high-quality Sunglasses and Eyeglasses with the
help of high-tech machines.

BV’s products are all made to meet the latest
international norms and standards, such as
IS012870, EN12312, EN 14139, ANSI Z80.3, AS-NZS
1067, etc.

A LEADING
EYEWEAR
MANUFACTURER
WITH MORE THAN
25 YEARS OF
MANUFACTURING
EXPERIENCE IN
CHINA

Production Line

Our Orders
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Our Vision

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113
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We are equipped with
testing facilities to
conduct all primary
eyewear testing and
works in partnership with
accredited third-party
testing labs such as ITS,
SGS for more advanced
testing.

Our QA system is based
on three pillars: incoming
quality control, in-
process quality control,
and outgoing quality
control.

Our mission is to provide
an efficient & reliable
eyewear manufacturing
service to our business
partners.

We have consistent effort
in shortening our
operation cycle covering
all stages: designing,
sampling, production,
logistics and customer
service.

Brilliant Vision controls all phases of product
development 
and manufacturing with vertically integrated production
and advanced technologies. 
BV’s dedication and experience facilitates a quick 
and effective response to the most complex requirements. 
This technical expertise ensures the continuity of BV’s 
vast portfolio of products and the strength of our valued 
partnerships.

YOUR EXPERT
PARTNER

TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL
EXCELLENCE
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Brilliant Vision provides a one-
stop solution to brand-owners
that would like to know more
about eyewear free of charge. 

We welcome start-up brands
and help them in acquiring
knowledge about the eyewear
industry. 

We provide factory tours for
those that cannot come to china
at our client's convenience. Apart
from that we also help our clients
in;

Transport

Packaging

Ideation

Quality
Check

Sample

Mass 
Production

Tooling
OUR

SOLUTIONS

IDEATION & SAMPLE 
PRODUCTION

MASS PRODUCTION &
QUALITY CHECK

PACKAGING &
TRANSPORT

We will help you in selection of best type of
materials that will make the type of eyewear

to be premium or high-quality as well as
corresponds to your budget.

We will take your ideas, sketch or design
about the type of eyewear you would prefer

and create for you the perfect sketch for your
eyewear. 

Ideation

Material Selection

After selection of materials and confirmation
of the sketch, we will proceed in making a

sample or prototype.  

Sample Production

Our team of E-Commerce, CAD & Technical
Engineers will help you in the first phase of

eyewear production.  

Brilliant Vision's MES system checks the
situation of the raw materials, the quantity
and the production steps on our laptop or
cellphone. This will ensure production is

efficient.

We begin mass production for the confirmed
samples of your eyewear with the help of

high-tech machines that are available at our 
 disposal.

Our team in charge of Mass Production will
help our clients  in the second phase of

eyewear production.

Tooling

After the mass production of each eyewear
we test for the quality if it can sustain

toughness, humidity and if the lenses have
any harmful chemicals. 

Mass Production

Quality Check

We will pack your eyewear in well protected
box or if requested we will pack them in a

special package that you would prefer.

We will transport your eyewear to the
required destination by air or by sea. We use

well known companies for transportation
such as FEDEX, DHL etc. 

Packaging

Transport

We believe in Honesty and transparency. Our
E-Commerce team will keep updating you

throughout the manufacturing process and
provide you with all necessary invoices and

receipts. 

Our team responsible for Packaging and
transportation will help our clients in the

third phase of eyewear production. 

Transparency

PHASE 1: PHASE 2: PHASE 3: 
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ISETC Certificate Certificate of
Registration

Registration of
Confirmation

Certificate
 

Quality
Management

System
Certificate

OUR CERTIFICATIONS
Brilliant Vision’s products are all made to meet
the latest international norms and standards,
such as ISO12870, EN12312, EN14139,
ANSIZ80.3, AS-NZS1067, etc.
We provide verified certificates for our products for in-
stock eyewear and also OEM eyewear

CERTIFICATES
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ALSO
AVAILABLE AS

CLIP-ON

WE MANUFACTURE EYEGLASSES THAT PROTECT
YOUR EYES FROM DIGITAL SCREENS AND THE SUN.

Blue-light is one type of color within this light spectrum
generally defined as ‘visible light’. Within the visible
spectrum of light contains 'Ultra-Violet (UV) Light' which
has a short wavelength and high energy levels. There are
mainly two types of UV light that affect your eyes which are
UV-A & UV-B
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Blue-Light Blocking Eyewear

UV-A, which is also called
"blacklight" or "Long

Wave" UV, spans
wavelengths between

315-400 nm. This is the
closest UV radiation to

visible light. It is the most
harmful radiation. Blue-

Light Blocking lenses can
block up to 99.99% of this

wavelength. 

UV-B, Which is called "Medium Wave" UV, spans wavelength between
280-315 nm. This is very cannot penetrate beyond the superficial skin
layers. Blue-Light Blocking lenses can block up to 100% of this
wavelength.

We produce blue-light
blocking lenses of 12 colors
which have different rates of
blocking the harmful light
band of spectrum. Our
eyewear contains lenses
specifically designed to
reduce the amount of all
harmful UV light that reaches
the eye from 15% all the way
to 99%. 

UV-A's &
UV-B's

Are you interested in blue-light blocking eyewear?



Acetate is a plant-based material created from welded layers of cellulose which is very durable material that is
constructed from plastic-like sheets that have been cut, formed, and polished. Acetate is an environmentally-
friendly alternative to conventional plastics made from petroleum. Apart from that its is also lightweight and
comfortable removing the irritating pressure on your face. 

“You cannot get through a single day
without having an impact on the world
around you. What you do makes a
difference and you have to decide
what kind of a difference you want to
make.”— Jane Goodall

Do we need to ask ourselves about the importance of our
environment?

Why We Manufacture Eco-Friendly
Eyewear?
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For many years our environment has suffered from what we manufacture. This is
why BV is one of few companies that take responsibility to minimize the harmful
pollutions and also the use of materials that can decompose after being thrown
away.

Few examples of eco-friendly Acetate materials and premium in quality which we use is the Mazzucchelli M-49
which is fi-bres from seeds (cotton) and fi-bres from wood (conifers & broadleaves). Another example of eco-
friendly Injection(Plastic) materials and also premium in quality is the Arkemas' Rilsan Clear G850 which is 55%
fossil-based and 45% bio-based.

Metallic materials are more eco-friendly than plastics. Metal frame eyewear is a more sustainable and long-
lasting choice for consumers. For manufacturing, metal eyewear is made from a special alloy, such as stainless
steel frames, titanium, nickel silver, aluminium, Monel, etc. 

Please join us in keeping our
environment safe.

Bio-acetate’ or ‘bio-plastic’, which generally means a higher percentage of the material is made from plants,
increasing the chance of biodegradability. They are also high-quality, long-lasting, and timeless product. 

Each year, 17.6 billion tons of plastic are dumped into the ocean. According to Conservation International, it’s
estimated that ocean plastic will outweigh all of the ocean’s fish by 2050.  Brilliant Vision tries its best to help
reduce the waste materials generated in the fashion and apparel industry, by far we have made great strides to
create quality eyewear that are more ethical and all-around better for the environment. We suggest the use of
only biodegradable acetate, and plastic eyewear.

We also provide recycled materials as packaging materials to reduce the waste products from our environment. 

https://www.conservation.org/stories/ocean-pollution-11-facts-you-need-to-know?gclid=CjwKCAjw5Kv7BRBSEiwAXGDElY7rUCYJczkIUOD-zL2RYFi075T5wthMCqB55wbuiEztxsQbweX9yBoCOhwQAvD_BwE


Our team is made up of professionals with different backgrounds and abilities that
are ready to serve you.

We produce premium and high-quality products for competitive prices.

We provide one-stop-services to our customers.

Our customer service personnel are fluent in English to make communication
easier.

We are an environmental friendly manufacturing company.

We have a good In-House Quality Management Systems.

We are honesty and transparent.

Product Safety Compliance.

Why Choose Us
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“A Leading company like Brilliant Vision comes with great responsibility. This
company was founded in 2015 but I have been in the eyewear industry since 1994
operating a Wow look company which is an eyewear manufacturing industry that
deals with the domestic market only. 

When I started this company in 2015, I had nothing but faith; faith in myself, faith in
my team, and faith in what we were doing. I and my team put all our efforts to
satisfy our customers’ desires. 

In 2018 and 2019, we won two prestigious awards from the Chinese government, for
the excellent eyewear entrepreneurial industry in China.

I believe that it's important for us to create a culture of innovation. one that both
values and rewards risk. It will be a privilege to work with you. Thank you.”

Words of CEO & Co-Founder of Brilliant Vision & WOWLOOK
Mr. Jacques Zhang.

FROM SIMPLE TO COMPLEX,
SELECT THE LEVEL 
OF CUSTOMIZATION YOU NEED 
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 Raw Materials
 Design
 Die-cutting plastic frames
 Producing the temples
 Finishing the fronts
 Finishing the temples

KNOW-HOW KNOWLEDGE OF ACETATE EYEWEAR MANUFACTURING
PROCESS

OUR EYEWEAR MEET THE SPECIFICATIONS
OF THE MOST DEMANDING MARKETS

PROCEDURAL SUMMARY
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After that we proceed by producing the temples which are the two side arms that curve around the ears. The
temples are also punched out of sheets of acetate with blanking dies. To attach temples to their frame, small
slots are cut in the upper comers of the frame, a half of a metal hinge is put in each slot, and the frame and
partial hinges are placed in a machine.
Final step is when the fronts with hinges are imprinted with the name or logo, the name of the style of the
frame, and the size of the frame to what the brand owners desires. Lastly the eyewear are packed and
shipped

Eyeglasses frames are typically made of either metal or a type of plastic called cellulose acetate. We have
our own staff of designers but if requested we can use outside consultants to design frames. Our specialized
frames for children and half-frames for reading glasses are also designed with an eye to style. We start by
Die-cutting acetate sheet after the design is decided. The frames are then smoothed to remove rough edges
by two different abrasive machines.



For buyers that are concerned with safety
compliances, rest assured that at Brilliant Vision all
products are have CE certificates and FDA for
chemical and substance regulations. Apart from that
all products satisfied Labelling regulations as well as
packaging regulations.

We also allow reliable Quality Check companies to
assist our customers in providing specific details
regarding our customers region.

OUR IN-HOUSE QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS IS AS
GOOD AS WE SAY IT IS

 Premium and High-quality
 Eco-friendly and Biodegradable
 Stylish and Fashionable
 Have FDA certificates
 In accordance to ISO 9001

KEY FEATURES IN OUR EYEWEAR
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International Brands

Optical Chain Retailers 

 E-Commerce brands i.e. Amazon sellers

Fashion Accessories Companies

Importer & Wholesalers

OUR CUSTOMERS
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Ideation
Q: Just have some ideas about the
glasses I want to produce, how can
you offer me help until the final
design?
A: We have a team of professional
designers with know-how experience of
the eyewear and design, they will help
you to transform your ideas into your
required design 

Q: If I have a sample in my hand, I want
to revise some parts to let it be my
own design, how could you help me?
A: If you have the sample at hand,
pls send to us, we need to check
this sample at first, and then we’ll
try to see how to combine the
sample’s structure with your ideas
better, considering whether it’s
available in production process or
not.

Sample & Prototype
Q:  Do I need to pay for the sampling?
A: Yes, it requires sampling charge,
including two parts, one is the
technical drawing and machine
tooling charge, 100 usd per style, it’s
un-refundable; the other is the
sample charge, 50 usd per piece, it’s
refundable if you place the order
later on that one. Pls kindly be
noted, if you ask for the second
sampling, the sample charge will be
un-refundable, too.
 

Q: When will you start the sampling
process and how long will it take?
A: We’ll arrange the technical
drawing, at the same time, you will
be required to choose the materials
and lens colors from many of our
options, once you confirm the
drawing and colors, we’ll start the
sampling process. This  process
takes 4 to 5 weeks.

Mass Production
Q: Once I confirm the sample, I want to
produce the bulk goods, how long will
it take and what is the price term?
A: For full acetate or full metal
eyeglasses, it’ll take about 90 days;
for acetate-metal combination
eyeglasses, it’ll take about 3.5
months. We have FOB price terms

 

Q: What is your minimum order
quantity?
A: 300 pcs per style, you can choose 3 colors,
which means, 100 pcs per color.

Q:  What’s the payment?
A: 30% deposit by T/T before the
production, the remaining 70% balance
shall be paid by T/T before the goods
shipment.

Quality Control
Q: What’s your quality control
system?
A: When we purchase the raw
materials back, we’ll check one by
one, before handing that to the
workshop, and when in different
workshops, there’ll be a quality
controller there, and before the
shipment, we’ll do a final quality
check totally piece by piece.

Q: What test machines will you use to
check the quality?
A: The artificial perspiration test
machine, the durability test
machine, temple-with-spring tester,
the lens tracer, and the
transmittance tester.

Packaging & Transport
Q: What's your regular packaging
standard and can I add my own logo?
A: One piece of optical eyeglasses
will be packaged in one sleeve bag,
and one pc bag. If it’s the
sunglasses, it’ll add extra one milky
bag to protect the lens. 12 pcs of
eyeglasses will be packaged in one
inner box, and 300 pcs of
eyeglasses will be in one outer
carton. You can add  a logo of your
preference.

Q: Could you help me transport the
goods to our country. Can we
choose a cheaper way?
A: We can help you transport by our
freight account, like the Fedex, DHL, etc.
the freight cost will be included in the
invoice. You can contact your local
freight forwarding company to offer you
the quotation which you can compare,
and find the best choice.



LAMINATION SERIES

MULTI-COLORS SERIES

MATTE-COLOR EFFECT SERIES

METAL-NOSE PAD SERIES

TORT SERIES

AVIATOR SERIES

BEVEL SERIES

SPARKLING ACETATE SERIES

BUTTERFLY SERIES

METAL SERIES

SMALL SHAPE BUT CHIC SERIES

CAT-EYES SERIES

HD ACETATE SERIES

TRANSPARENT 

SQUARE SERIES

TITANIUM SERIES

MABLE ACETATE SERIES

METAL & ACETATE COMBINATION

WAYFARE SERES

OVERSIZE SERIES 

Cutting thin strips
of acetate and
sticking them

together

More than one
colors for this

design of eyewear
to bring style to

your eyewear

Very uniform and high clarity
eyewear design

This eyewear is
stylish and
premium in

quality

A thin metal nose bridge adds a
stylish design to your eyewear

The classic but stylish
design for your brand

Acetate with effervescence
property to make them
fashionable and stylish 

The shape of
butterfly which is

stylish and
fashionable

The shape of cat
eyes which is

stylish and
fashionable

This eyewear are stylish and premium in
quality 

Superior strength and style in an
ultra-lightweight construction of

high-density (HD) acetate

Square in shape and
stylish premium
eyewear design

Beta-alloy
titanium

materials which
makes them
tougher and

flexible

A combination of both metal
and acetate to provide

stylish design of eyewear

Stylish and big
size making them

fashionable
premium in

quality 

The classic but stylish
design for your brand

This eyewear is stylish and premium in quality

Find full product details and catalogs of sunglasses online at www.bvsunglasses.com

CHECK OUT OUR BROAD RANGE 
OF STANDARD CATALOG PRODUCTS
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Stainless steel
which is high

quality and have
stylish designs

See through
acetate materials

which are high
quality and

stylish

High quality
acetate which is

smooth and adds
style to your

design 



LAMINATION SERIES

MULTI-COLORS SERIES

REVERT HINGE SERIES

MULTI-LAYER ACETATE SERIES

TORT SERIES

AVIATOR SERIES

BEVEL SERIES

SPARKLING ACETATE SERIES

WOODEN SERIES

METAL SERIES

ECO-FRIENDLY SERIES

CAT-EYES SERIES

HD ACETATE SERIES

TRANSPARENT 

SQUARE SERIES

TITANIUM SERIES

CLOTH COVERING SURFACE SERIES

METAL & ACETATE COMBINATION

WAYFARE SERES

KIDS SERIES 

Cutting thin strips
of acetate and
sticking them

together

More than one
colors for this

design of eyewear
to bring style to

your eyewear

Special type of hinge which is
very strong and very durable

This eyewear is
stylish and
premium in

quality

A combination of more than one
acetate sheets which makes them

very stylish

The classic but stylish
design for your brand

Acetate with effervescence
property to make them
fashionable and stylish 

Wooden eyewear
which is stylish and

fashionable

The shape of cat
eyes which is

stylish and
fashionable

This eyewear is made of 100% recycled
materials which is premium and

biodegradable

Superior strength and style in an
ultra-lightweight construction of

high-density (HD) acetate

Square in shape and
stylish premium
eyewear design

Beta-alloy
titanium

materials which
makes them
tougher and

flexible

A combination of both metal
and acetate to provide

stylish design of eyewear

Eyewear for
children. they are

stylish and
fashionable 

The classic but stylish
design for your brand

A piece of cloth wraped around acetate or
metal or injection sheet creating a very unique

style for your eyewear

Find full product details and catalogs of eyeglasses online at www.bvsunglasses.com

CHECK OUT OUR BROAD RANGE 
OF STANDARD CATALOG PRODUCTS

Stainless steel
which is high

quality and have
stylish designs

See through
acetate materials

which are high
quality and

stylish

High quality
acetate which is

smooth and adds
style to your

design 
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+86 13567788338
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 EYEWEAR DESIGNS

PROFESSIONAL WORKERS

 YEARS OF MANUFACTURING EXPERIENCE

BRILLIANT VISION

MORE THAN 100 CLIENTS WORLDWIDE 
Complete list available on bvsunglasses.com

bvsunglasses.com

25

120 + 

1,200 + 

BRILLIANT VISION

Eyewear Manufacturing Company Limited

@Wenzhou Brilliant Vision @bvsunglasses

@bvsunglasses @bvsunglasses

@bvsunglasses

Michael@bvsunglasses.com


